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Outline

Contexts:

• The British Library

• Legal Deposit in the United Kingdom

The UK Web Archive:

• The selective archiving of content, from 2004

• Part of Non-Print Legal Deposit, since 2013

Practicalities:

• Collections

• Tools

• Collaboration and engagement

• Digital preservation

Lessons learned
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The British Library

Some facts and figures:

• The national library of the United Kingdom

• Established by British Library Act 1972 

Based on two sites:

• London (St Pancras)

• Boston Spa, Yorkshire

One of six UK Legal Deposit Libraries

Collections:

• >170 million collection items

• >746 miles of shelving

• >1 PB of digital content, and growing …
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Legal Deposit in the UK

• Preserving a published record of UK culture, 
politics, society, technology, etc.

• Legal Deposit first established in the UK in 1662

• Rights were granted to the British Museum in 1757 
(the British Library inherited these in 1973)

• Six Legal Deposit Libraries (LDLs) since 1911

• Legal Deposit is the statutory right for the six LDLs 
to receive copies of all printed works published in 
the UK and Republic of Ireland (with some 
exceptions)

• Legal Deposit was extended to cover Non-Print 
Legal Deposit (NPLD) publications in 2013
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Non-Print Legal Deposit (NPLD)

The Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003

Legal Deposit (Non-Print Works) Regulations 2013

• Came into operation on 6th April 2013

• LD provisions extended to cover material published 
digitally and online, “so that the Legal Deposit 
Libraries can provide a national archive of the UK's 
non-print published material, such as websites, 
blogs, e-journals and CD-ROMs.”

• Access is restricted to on-site readers

• Collection focus to date on: eJournals; eBooks; 
geospatial data, music scores … and the web 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2013/97801115337
03

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2013/9780111533703
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The UK Web Archive - origins

• First established in 2004:

• Based on the recommendations of a feasibility study 
commissioned by JISC and the Wellcome Library (2003)

• A collaborative endeavour from the start (UK Web Archiving 
Consortium)

• Collected websites after getting permission from website owners

• Resource intensive from a curation perspective

• Content made openly available through: www.webarchive.org.uk

• Collection = >15K websites

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
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Non-Print Legal Deposit (NPLD)

The Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-Print Works) Regulations

• From April 2013

• Enabled the collection of UK websites at scale for the first time

Regulations define parameters as works:

• a) made available to the public from a website with a domain name 
which relates to the UK; or

• b) made available to the public by a person and any of that person’s 
activities relating to the creation or the publication of the work take 
place within the United Kingdom.

In practical terms covers:

• UK top-level domains, including .uk, .scot, .cymru, .London, etc.

• Geo-IP database look up for UK servers
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Non-Print Legal Deposit (NPLD)

The regulations do not cover the collection of:

• Film and recorded sound where audio-visual content predominates

• Private intranets and emails

• Personal data in social networking sites or that are only available to 
restricted groups.

Restricted access:

• Unlike the ‘Open’ web archive, end-user access to NPLD content is 
restricted to the reading rooms of the UK Legal Deposit Libraries
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UK Web Archive - Collections

Annual capture of the UK domain + selected websites on a more frequent 
basis

• Domain crawl collects ca. 6-10 websites (>2 billion ‘items’), 70-100 
TB of compressed data

Special collections:

• ‘Topics and Themes’ section of the UK Web Archive website 
contains more than 100 curated collections of websites related to 
research, life and events in the UK

Users of the UK Web Archive are also invited to submit information about 
UK websites that they think it should be archiving
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UK Web Archive – Tools

Heritrix 3: web crawler / harvester software (maintained by International 
Internet Preservation Consortium)

Annotation and Curation Tool (ACT), facilitates a number of tasks:

• Adding metadata

• Specifying how often a website is captured

• Quality control

• Changing access parameters (e.g., for open-access content)

Webrecorder (a tool developed by Rhizome)

• Experiments with collecting more-interactive content, e.g. social 
media for 2019 UK General Election: 
https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2020/05/index.html

https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2020/05/index.html
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Collaboration and engagement

The UK Web Archive is still a very highly collaborative venture:

• A partnership of all six UK Legal Deposit Libraries

• Special collections developed in collaboration with many other 
organisations, individual researchers, etc.

• IIPC Collaborative Collections, e.g. on Olympic Games, Covid-19

Engagement with researchers, journalists, etc.

• Funded research projects, placements, etc.

• SHINE service: a portal able to search .uk websites collected by the 
Internet Archive between 1996 and 2013: 
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/shine

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/shine
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Emerging Formats

UK Legal Deposit Libraries exploring new kinds of 
published content and how they might be considered 
in terms of Legal Deposit

• eBooks published as Apps

• Web-based interactive narratives

• Structured data

Experiments with Annotation and Curation Tool 
(ACT) and Webrecorder to test the collection of 
interactive narratives: https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-
scholarship/2019/04/collecting-emerging-
formats.html

Collaboration with other organisations dealing with 
complex digital objects, e.g. digital art, computer 
games

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2019/04/collecting-emerging-formats.html
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Digital preservation

UK Web Archive

• The large-scale (and rapid growth) of web collections brings its own 
challenges

• Most content is packaged in the WARC format (aggregated archival 
files with associated information), but these ultimately represent 
many different formats and content types (e.g. HTML, images, 
audio-visual, software, etc.)

Preservation planning

• Web content may require different preservation planning 
approaches to other kinds of digital collections

• What should we be preserving? The user experience (browser 
apps)? The web as a graph or dataset? Individual documents?
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Digital Preservation Awards 2020

‘15 Years of the UK Web Archive’ won The National Archives (UK) Award for 
Safeguarding the Digital Legacy, November 2020: 
https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2020/11/web-archive-team-wins-2020-digital-
preservation-award.html

https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2020/11/web-archive-team-wins-2020-digital-preservation-award.html
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Lessons learned

People and skills are important – a combination of technical and curatorial 
expertise is required

Collaborate wherever possible – e.g. on development of tools and approaches, 
on collections, and on the use of archives

Engage with potential users – current restrictions on access to Non-Print Legal 
Deposit collections means that web archives have to be pro-active in facilitating 
use

Keep thinking about preservation requirements – we need to understand more 
about the challenges of preserving web archives, and how to integrate them with 
other digital collections
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Links and further reading

• UK Web Archive: https://www.webarchive.org.uk/

• UK Web Archive blog: https://britishlibrary.typepad.co.uk/webarchive/

• British Library collection guide: https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/uk-web-
archive

• British Library Digital Preservation: https://www.bl.uk/digital-preservation

• Papers:

• Nicola Bingham, Quality Assurance Paradigms in Web Archiving Pre 
and Post Legal Deposit (2014): https://doi.org/10.7227/ALX.0020

• Nicola Bingham and Helena Byrne, Archival strategies for 
contemporary collecting in a world of big data: Challenges and 
opportunities with curating the UK web archive (2021): 
https://doi.org/10.1177/2053951721990409

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/
https://britishlibrary.typepad.co.uk/webarchive/
https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/uk-web-archive
https://www.bl.uk/digital-preservation
https://doi.org/10.7227/ALX.0020
https://doi.org/10.1177/2053951721990409
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